Apples or Oranges?

By Anna Von Reitz

Anna asks you.

Everyone continues to mistake apples for oranges. Just like we, the people, are not THEM, the persons; our system of law is not THEIR system of law.

In the Common Law, which we are owed, the people have the right of "jury nullification". Any jury of 12 honest Americans can overturn, edit, or abolish any law passed by any legislature. Period. That is how the people rule.

But these crooks have instituted their admiralty law system and we haven't provided ourselves with the system we are owed, so here we sit.

Our friend in Georgia is still confused by this, still banging his head pushing against a "pull" door. He can't get justice out of THEIR system and should not expect to. It is not a justice system and it is not controlled by the people. It is a debt collection agency set up to create and launder penal bonds for the corporations that own the court system.

Literally, they own the courts. If IBM owns the court, are they going to find in your favor when you bring suit against IBM?

Current statistics say that that happens less than 2% of the time.

So--- what to do? Milligan Ex Parte says that wherever our American Common Law Courts are functioning, there is no excuse for them using military-corporate tribunals.

Organize your jural assemblies for the land jurisdiction of the United States, elect your judges, your Sheriffs on the Land, your clerks, etc., and get going.

Nobody can do it for you.
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